Possible damage of repair systems by Pi-mesons of different LET spectra.
Pi-meson experiments with repair-deficient spermatides and oocytes of Drosophila melanogaster have permitted a study of the LET dependence of the repair of different types of chromosomal lesions. The data show a distinction between primary events connected with fusion modalities (repair or misrepair) and those associated with no fusion. Repair deficiency increases the induction of chromosomal loss and dominant lethality (early damage) and decreases the induction of translocations (misrepair), perhaps responsible for late effects. The induction of nonfusion events is higher for pions compared to X rays and increases with mean lineal energy spectra, whereas the production of translocations is maximal at intermediate ionization density. The direct damage of repair systems by high-LET pions is postulated to explain these observations.